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Introduction

There are reports of  keratoacanthomas  as well as pseudocarcino-
matous hyperplasia (PEH) mimicking poorly differentiated squa-
mous cell carcinoma arising in the setting of  CD30+ lymphopro-
liferative disease [1, 2]. Although the prominent PEH noted in 
some individuals closely mimics squamous cell carcinoma on 
biopsy, the indolent clinical behavior indicates that this phenom-
enon is best considered a reactive change [3, 4].

Case

A woman in her 50s presented for evaluation of  a nodule on the 
upper lip (Figure 1) and erythematous papules on the neck and 
trunk.  She had a greater than 20 year history of  mycosis fungoi-
des which had been well controlled with topical nitrogen mustard 
and later with phototherapy.  Her new lesions had developed over 
several weeks and were asymptomatic. Biopsy revealed irregular 
acanthosis of  the epidermis and an infiltrate of  atypical lymphoid 
cells in the dermis (Figure 2). Gene re-arrangement studies con-
firmed the presence of  monoclonal lymphocytes. CD30 and CD3 
stains confirmed that the neoplastic cells were T lymphocytes 
(Figure 3). Although squamous cell carcinoma arising in associa-
tion with lymphomatoid papulosis was initially favored, careful 
review of  her histologic and clinical findings best supported a 
diagnosis of  PEH arising in the setting of  CD30+ lymphoprolif-
erative disease. Additional biopsies confirmed large cell transfor-
mation of  her mycosis fungoides with large number of  CD30+ 
atypical lymphocytes in the dermal infiltrate. Simple excision of  
multiple nodules led to resolution of  the excised lesions.   She was 
placed on brentuximab vedotin and has had a stable course.

Discussion

CD30+ lymphoproliferative disease encompasses a broad clinical 
spectrum that includes clusters of  regressing papules and nodules 
that come and go over many years to rapidly fatal lymphoma.  
Differences in underlying genetic abnormalities of  the tumor and 
host response seem to play a critical role in determining the ulti-
mate phenotypic expression of  underlying disease. Typical lym-
phomatoid papulosis, solitary ulcerated tumors, and tumors aris-
ing in association with mycosis fungoides can all exhibit similar 
findings on biopsy. Distinct subtypes of  lymphomatoid papulosis 
include the common presentation characterized by a mixed in-
filtrate with transformed lymphocytes in the dermis, a mycosis-
fungoides-like epidermotropic pattern, sheets of  transformed 
cells mimicking aggressive lymphoma, a cytotoxic phenotype, an 
angioinvasive pattern, and a biphasic pattern associated with a 
6p25.3 chromosomal rearrangement [5]. 

CD30+ lymphoproliferative disease can also arise in the setting 
of  longstanding mycosis fungoides as in our patient [6]. The large 
cell transformation of  mycosis fungoides is associated with dense 
infiltrates in the dermis, unlike the more limited infiltrate of  epi-
dermal CD30+ lymphocytes encountered in some forms of  my-
cosis fungoides [7].

Marked pseudoepitheliomatous hyperplasia is a relatively un-
common but increasingly recognized association with CD30+ 
lymphoproliferative disease and other types of  lymphoma [8, 9].  
Histologic evaluation reveals projections of  epithelium with jag-
ged bases extending into the dermis [10]. Keratinocyte atypia is 
usually mild and confined to the basal layer of  the epithelium.  
Keratin pearls may be noted but atypical mitoses are generally 
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not identified. Clinical correlation is often required for definitive 
diagnosis, as the histologic findings may exactly mimic squamous 
cell carcinoma in some. Spontaneous resolution of  the epidermal 
changes often occurs in cases where the underlying lymphopro-
liferative disease is brought under control. Simple excision is typi-
cally curative.  
 
Although differentiation can be difficult on a histologic basis, the 
clinical course provides useful information for differentiation.  
PEH in the setting of  CD30+ disease often regresses sponta-
neously and the epithelial component fails to reveal high grade 
features or features such as perineural invasion. When the histo-
logical findings and clinical course provide a confusing picture, 
molecular analysis may prove helpful. DNA microarrays have 
demonstrated important differences between squamous cell car-
cinoma and pseudoepitheliomatous hyperplasia. A TaqMan PCR 
assay based on KRT9 and C15orf48 can help differentiate PEH 
from squamous cell carcinoma in the majority of  cases [11]. Clini-
cians and pathologists should be aware of  the striking similarity 
of  PEH with SCC in such cases, to allow for accurate diagnosis 
and to avoid unnecessarily aggressive surgical management.
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Figure 1. A crusted and dome shaped lesion developed rapidly on the upper lip near the philtrum.

Figure 2. A central cystic area is filled with keratinaceous debris.  Proliferation of  keratinocytes is noted and a dense infil-
trate of  lymphocytes surrounds the central keratinocytic proliferation. (Hematoxylin and eosin stained sections. Original 

magnification 100x).

Figure 3. A CD30 stain decorates the large and atypical lymphocytes adjacent to the squamous proliferation  with a mem-
branous pattern.  (Original magnification 400x).
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